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**Biographical or Historical Note**
Roswell Bank was incorporated in 1901 to serve the payroll and bookkeeping needs of the Roswell Manufacturing Company. The bank first operated in the Roswell Store (also operated by the Manufacturing Company) on South Atlanta Street opposite the town square. In the 1930s, the bank moved into an adjoining brick annex. It later relocated to Magnolia Street in 1970. The Roswell Bank had seven locations when it was acquired by First Union in 1987.

**Scope and Content**
The Roswell Bank Records mostly contains volumes of bank records from 1920-1987 as well as company correspondence and promotional materials.
Organization Note
Volumes within the collection are organized by record type, and then by date. The following boxes were added to the collection after it was initially processed, “Correspondence to Bank,” “Correspondence from Bank,” and “Roswell Bank and Roswell Mill Additional Papers.” These are Box 51, Box 52, and Box 54, respectively. The Roswell Bank Records also hold oversize pieces from the Roswell Bank Collection (MS 13) in Box 53.
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Restrictions on access
Unrestricted access.

Terms Governing Use and Reproduction
To quote in print, or otherwise reproduce in whole or in part in any publication, including on the Worldwide Web, any material from this collection, the researcher must obtain permission from (1) the owner of the physical property and (2) the holder of the copyright. Reproduction of any item must contain the complete citation to the original.
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